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Crazy Lesson #4 

Artists create and sell at their own pace. Writers believe they have to write slow, but sell fast. 

Velocity is a publishing buzzword and a critical component in the traditional publishing 
model, which has to deal with limited shelf space in brick and mortar stores. Velocity sales equal 
books that sell fast within the first several weeks. Selling fast means a book has a chance to hit a 
bestseller’s list (which focuses on the short term life of a book, not the long term), or helps 
convince a bookstore to keep a particular title stocked. In traditional publishing, fast sales have 
been translated to mean that a book is alive and worthy of attention and support; slows sales 
mean that a book will be pulled from the shelves and remaindered or destroyed and, worst yet, 
the author is dropped if they produce too many slow selling books. 

In traditional publishing, books are looked at as perishable products, like milk and yogurt, 
with sell by dates. This thinking forced authors to believe that their books could spoil if they 
didn’t sell at a certain pace. 

Gone are the days when an author could grow their audience and skill. Gone are stories of 
authors like Jack Higgins who wrote twenty-some books before hitting it big with The Eagle Has 
Landed or Nora Roberts who wrote nearly 60 romance novels over 10 years before hitting the 
New York Times list. 

No, in traditional publishing books are considered produce (explained brilliantly by Dean 
Wesley Smith in his post Books Are No Longer Produce ). This model suits publishers who deal 
in volume, but it’s not good for authors. This limiting viewpoint is to the detriment of new 
voices. Without a backlist, authors can’t build word of mouth or gain new skills. Readers are 
forced to go to used bookstores to find authors they’ve liked who’ve strangely disappeared or 
who write quirky books that don’t fit the mainstream. 

In his (out of print) book How to Write Bestselling Fiction Dean Koontz aptly said, 
“Unimaginative editors and publishers think that every bestselling author must spring up in full 
bloom, smashing onto the bestseller list his first time out.” 

And if an author doesn’t hit it big after several—say two—books? “Many editors say ‘He 
just doesn’t have what it takes.’” 

Suddenly, that author has a big L on their chest (for loser, limited talent, you choose) and 
editors and agents label them that for the rest of their career, not understanding that writers can 
grow and improve, if given the chance. To be fair, most people in entertainment like quick labels 
(thinking takes too much effort). Think of the brilliant minds who labeled Katherine Hepburn 
‘box office poison’, called Jon Cryer of Two and Half Men fame ‘a series killer’ or the producer 
who saw an episode of Star Trek and referred to it as ‘tits in space’ (but that’s another topic). 

What the traditional publishing industry has never understood is this: Books don’t die. 

https://www.deanwesleysmith.com/the-new-world-of-publishing-books-are-no-longer-produce/
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Enter the beauty of indie publishing where authors can create without the pressure of trying 
to sell lots of books within six weeks. 

Unfortunately, most writers don’t see this and many indie publishers are putting this 
pressure on themselves. I see authors checking their rankings nearly every hour, spending lots of 
time and sometimes enormous amounts of money promoting one book instead of writing others. 
 Some indie publishers price their products as cheaply as possible so that they can reach a large 
number of readers (done strategically this is a great business model or if you’re a discount 
publisher more power to you. But if you’re pricing your work cheaply just because you’re 
desperate, I don’t see ‘long term writing career’ in your future). 

I know it’s hard being a turtle in a world filled with hares. Most people know the statement 
‘Slow and steady wins the race’ but few believe it. I want you to take a deep breath and know 
that this statement is true. As people race pass you don’t despair, your time will come and you’ll 
hit the finish line. 

Remember, books don’t die.  I’m not saying that selling fast is bad. However, confusing fast 
sales with quality is dangerous thinking. Why? Because… 

Speed Thinking Kills Hopes. Especially with new authors who want instant gratification. 
They put something up and expect it to sell 25,000 copies in three weeks and then get depressed 
when it doesn’t. 

Speed Thinking Kills Creativity. People who focus on sales start to worry about trends. 
Trying to cash in on someone else’s success is just sad. Readers  don’t need imitators, they need 
storytellers. 

Speed Thinking Kills Productivity. Too much time and effort spent marketing one project 
takes away from creating others. 

Speed Thinking Kills Camaraderie.  When writers start worrying about lists, they enter a 
competitive mode because there are limited slots on a list. 

Again, there are those authors who are meant to sell fast. They’ll always sell fast and I 
applaud them. They are doing their job and making people happy. This post, however, is for 
those authors who may not sell fast until the fifth book or tenth book or sixtieth. Keep writing 
and stop worrying about what you cannot control. I’ve seen authors spend thousands of dollars 
marketing their work and still not sell well. That doesn’t necessarily mean the book is bad, it 
may not have been found by the right audience yet. 

Visual artists don’t throw a canvas away just because it didn’t sell fast. They wait for the 
right buyer while they work on other projects. My mother has a painting from forty years ago. It 
didn’t sell then (too radical for its time), but I bet she could find a buyer now. In the seventies 
she started creating greeting cards depicting portraits of children. Many decades later, if she 
wanted to, she can still sell them. Quality lingers. 


